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organ for free, politically independent views and opinions on world affairs

According to the 'Universal Declaration of Human Rights' proclaimed by the General Assembly of the United Nations on December 10,
1948, there is a universal 'freedom of opinion and information' and this right is universal and absolute for every human being, male or

female, of any age, of any nation, of any social class, as well as in respect of righteous views, ideas and beliefs of any philosophy,
religion, ideology and belief:

Art. 19 Human rights
Everyone has the right to freedom of expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions

without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media
and regardless of frontiers.

Views, statements, representations, beliefs, ideas, opinions, and ideologies of any kind in treatises, articles, and reader's
letters, etc., do not necessarily have to be identical in any way with the thoughts and interests, with the 'teaching of

truth, the teaching of the energy of creation, the teaching of life', nor in
To be connected in any way with the missionary goods and habitus of FIGU.

===========================================================================================
===========================================================================================

For all contributions and articles published in the FIGU time marks and other FIGU periodicals, FIGU has
the necessary written permissions of the authors or the media concerned!

*****************************************************************
In response to a frequently expressed request from Zeitzeichen readers, extracts of various important issues

from the most recent reports on contact conversations are to be published in Zeitzeichen on an ongoing basis
for the orientation of the recipients, as well as, if possible, old and new facts concerning worldwide

controversies maliciously conducted with lies, fraud, slander and assassination attempts against BEAM.

**********************************************************************************

Spread the right symbol of peace

Delete the death symbol , ☮ the <death rune> as a false peace symbol;

use your car and stick the right peace symbol on it and spread it around!

The Billy Meier case: true or false?
Continued on next page 2:
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Annex

Part 1

Those readers who compare the two texts listed below in a neutral way will obtain interesting and
useful results. Since the two excerpts refer to the same prophecy that was written about two thousand
years ago, one written down by the person who hoarded it, and the other based on horn-say and
written down long after the author had left Palace towards India, it is easy to distinguish between the
two texts with regard to the terms 'annihilating' and 'not annihilating'.

Matthaus 24:15ff.  Talmud Jmmanuel, Chapter 25:22 ff.

15. When  you  shall  see  the
abomination  of  perpetuation
(spoken  of  through  the  prophet
Daniel)  standing  in  the  holy  place
(the one who reads this, notice up
there!),
16. then  flee  to  the  mountains,
whoever is in the Jewish land;
17. and whoever is on the roof, do
not go down to get anything from
his house
18. ...and whosoever is in the field
shall  not  come  back  to  claim  his
clothes.
19. But  woe  betide  the  pregnant
and suckling women at that time!
20. But pray that your flight be not
in winter or on the Sabbath.
21. For immediately there will be a
great  tribulation,  such  as  has  not
occurred since the beginning of the
world until now, nor ever will.
22. And where these days are not
lost, no man will be blessed; but for
the  sake  of  the  chosen  ones,  the
days will be lost.

22. When men see the abominations of eternity standing in the place of
Jerusalem, of which it has already been said through the true prophets,
then the end will come.

23. Whoever is at that time in the land stolen by the God-believers and
near and far (all over the world), may flee to the mountains.
24. He that is on the housetop shall not come down to take anything out
of his house.

25. So let him who is in the field not turn back to get his coat.

26. But woe to those who were pregnant and suckling (nursing) at that
time, they suffer tribulation and death, and there are many of them.

27. For there will soon be a great triumph, such as has not been seen
from the beginning of the world until now and will not be again.

28. And if  these  days  are  not  over  (if  wars  and  misery  etc.  are  not
stopped), then no man will remain alive in this country and not even to
the end of the world (worldwide); but for the sake of man and his life
the days are over.
29. But this also for the sake of men who will be devoted to the truth
and the laws.
30. But  there  will  be  weeping and gnashing  of  teeth when that  time
comes; through man's lack of understanding (unreason) and through his
hatred and his obsession (greed).
31. And brazen (metal) devices (machines) they build in the new time
(modern times),  in the air  and in the water  and on land,  to kill  each
other and to destroy much and to exterminate each other.
32. Heavy bullets and arrows (bombs and rockets) they hurl from the
metal devices (machines) over the land and onto the cities.
33. Fire will break out of the bullets and arrows (bombs and rockets),
and the world will burn in wicked fire, if not much is spared.
34. Foundation stones of life (atomic warheads = atomic bombs) and
deadly airs (biological and chemical substances) they put in the bullets
and arrows (bombs, shells and rockets), so that they ignite deadly fires
and destroy land and life.
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23. If  any man shall  say unto you,
Behold,  here  is  Christ,  and  he,
there, ye shall not believe.

24. For  there  shall  arise  false
Christs  and  false  prophets,  and
shall shew great signs and wonders,
deceiving  in  error  (if  it  were
possible) even the elect.
25. Behold, I have told you before.
26. That's why when they'll  say to
you: Behold, he is in the wilderness,
so go not  forth,  -  behold,  he  is  in
the chamber, so believe not.

35. If not then the mighty of the people and their armies, as once the
sons  of  heaven  did,  came  to  put  a  stop  to  the  uninhibited  haze
(madness)  and  the  deadly  doings  of  the  corruption  (wickedness)  of
decaying coercive rulers, verily I say to you: No man was to survive.
36. If the human race at that time is far more than ten times as many
people as  the earth is  able to bear without  damage (529,000,000),  a
large part  of  them will  be killed by  sickness  and epidemics,  war and
crime.
37. So it is the will  of men, because they have violated the laws and
commandments  of  creation and therefore  violated them until the far
after time (future).
38. If  then  at  that  time someone  says  to  someone,  'Behold,  here  is
Jmmanuel, who is the sign of the times', they should not accept it as
true, because I  cannot  come back as Jmmanuel,  because my spirit  at
that time animates the last prophet who, like me, belongs to the outline
of the early Nokodemion.
39. And verily, many a false Jmmanuel, and many a deceiver and false
prophet shall rise up and do great signs and wonders, so that it may be
possible that not only the seekers and believers and confused, but also
the learned and knowledgeable shall be deceived.

40. Behold, I told you before, and so it shall be fulfilled.

41. Therefore, if the deceivers and those who are led in confusion say,
'He is in the desert', let no man go out and say, 'Behold, he is in the
chamber', let no one take it as true.

Sources:https://www.bibel-online.net/buch/luther_1912/matthaeus/24/ and 
https://shop.figu.org/b%C3%BCcher/talmud-jmmanuel?language=de  
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Part 2

No explanatory comment ntitig! What a contrast to the wrong numbers of the World-Bevtilkerungsuhr46!

46 https://www.census.gov/popclock/  
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Part 3

This fax copy from BEAM to the author is an example of the process after BEAM has written a new part
of a book etc.  After he has entered his handwritten corrections,  the author returns the corrected
sheets again via fax or during a visit to the SSSC.
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Part 4

As a reward for those who persevered and read the whole document, here is a summary of all the
photographs taken between May 1964 and June 1993, many of which are reproduced in BEAM's book
< Photo-lnventarium>.

Photo no. 1 to 100:

Photos no. 101 to 200:
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Photo no. 201 to 300:

Photo no. 301 to 400:
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Photo no. 401 to 500:

Photo no. 501 to 600:
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Photo no. 601 to 700:

Photo no. 701 to 800:
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Photo no. 801 to 900:

Photo no. 901 to 1000:
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Photo no. 1001 to 1092:

Part 5

A kind of additional bonus and < last, final and definitely conclusive end> - at least for
now. 

Whoever had the chance to spend some time near Billy Meier - for example as a FIGU passive member
who visits the SSSC and works there for a few days - will notice his sense of humour.

Below  is  an  example  of  someone  who  was  apparently  neither  in  the  mood  nor  able  to  give  a
demonstration of BEAM's humor. In the 1981 text mentioned earlier,
< The Meier Incident - The Most  Infamous Hoax in Ufology", Kal. K.  Korff published the following
information from Coleman Von Keviczky:

Translated: "Meier also claims to have visited other planets, both time-traveled into the past and future, (as well
as) taken 1975 close-ups of the Apollo/Soyuz space capsule docking, from prehistoric pterodacty-off, the sinking of
San Francisco into the bay after a major earthquake, and even from the eyes of God. (Strangely enough, when
asked why he had not photographed both eyes of God, Meier replied that this was not possible because he winked
at his Pleiadien comrade - Semjase - with the other eye!
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And further (translated): "The eye of God, according to Meier! He claims to have done it in the center of
the < DAL> -universe; an interesting point as an attempt at explanation, since space is infinite. The
photo was positively identified by UFO-logist Tom Gates, an astronomer, and the author as nothing
more than a distorted image of the Ring Nebula in the constellation Lyra. »

Obviously BEAM's sarcastic and amusing answer to a not very intelligent, faith-based question was
taken seriously and literally accepted as true. 

Indeed, the Ring Nebula M5747 has an unusual and unique origin, because it was created a very long
time ago by a mad and megalomaniac scientist (a self-proclaimed <God>). This is the reason why the
Plejars call this Ring Nebula JHWHMATA, or God's Eye (JHWH = King of Wisdom/God; MATA = Eye).

If you want to read more about this topic, you can find information here:
http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_030
http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_031
http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_031

The text has been translated from English by the author and partly rewritten or extended.

Editing: Mariann Uehlinger Mondria, Switzerland

47 https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ringnebel
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EU entry through the back door
EU-No-Newsletter, News |7 April 2020

Despite the corona crisis, the Switzerland-EU framework agreement is still planned. It would still
be tantamount to EU accession. We would commit ourselves to adopting EU law and subjecting
ourselves to EU courts. Brussels could control and sanction Switzerland. Penal measures  and a new
super  guillotine  would  be laid  down in the agreement  and Switzerland's  obedience would be
enforced. Switzerland must do everything in its power to prevent this self-abandonment.

A jurisprudential study comes to the sobering conclusion that the present framework agreement with all
its  mechanisms and institutions is  equivalent to  joining a  supranational  organisation.  This  is  not
surprising,  since  this  agreement  was  initially  called  "institutional  integration".  The  aim  of  this
agreement is to integrate Switzerland into the EU structures. Today this fact is often concealed with
fine words. The fact is, however, that the framework agreement  means EU accession through the
back door.

Joining means active participation
Accession  is  something  binding  and  obligatory.  Anyone  who  joins  somewhere  loses  a  piece  of
autonomy at the same time. Anyone who joins a sports club or music club wants to join and be
active. Rehearsals and training are obligatory. Many weekends a year are blocked with binding
dates. The fee has to be paid and yes, it costs strength and energy to be there. Certain decisions
can no longer be made by yourself, such as what to wear. The uniform and the jersey are given.
Everyone knows that. It means subordination.

The question is clear: Do we really want to join this EU club with all the obligations and burdens
that come with it? We would automatically have to adopt EU law. The freedom of decision of the
federal parliament, the cantons and the population would be curtailed. Federalism would have done its
duty. At the same time, we are also paying cohesion contributions that are part of the EU package. We
are submitting to the court of the other side, which is unique and also untenable. Who is going to
play with an opponent and let the referee come along and decide? Nobody.

Keep your distance!
The Corona crisis will probably lead to a cry for more coordination and centralism in the EU in the
coming months. But this is only the expression of a major crisis in which the EU is caught up. The
EU could disintegrate with the Corona crisis. The brexite is a fact.  In order to prevent the collapse
from being sealed now, the EU will desperately emphasize even more the harmony and standing
together.

Switzerland must keep a healthy distance and observe the situation. Who wants to be a member
of such a crisis-ridden organization? Friendly neighborhoods and contracts in the interest of both sides
are all right. Coordination and cooperation are also good. But too close and without some distance
it can be dangerous. Instead, we should concentrate on the world and maintain relations with all
regions of the earth. When it comes to research and innovation, the music tends to play in America
and Asia. Unfortunately, Europe is no longer one of the booming regions of the world. Economic
and cultural exchange does not require political integration. It does not need institutional ties to be
strong. Rather, it is decentralized structures that are better  equipped to deal with crises. Borders
and sophistication  do  have their  advantages.  But  the  framework  agreement  and  centralisation  do
exactly the opposite: too much proximity, too many dependencies, too much risk!
Source: https://eu-no.ch/eu-beitritt-durch-die-hintertuer/

Data protectionists warn against "Stop Corona"
App: Do not even install it voluntarily!

Chronicle 7 April 2020 / 11:59 Data protection

While the black-green federal government under Chancellor Sebastian Kurz (ÖVP) is even considering
the compulsory installation of the Red Cross surveillance app "Stopp Corona" on every smartphone
of Austrians, Austrian data protectionists are warning against it. This is likely to put a new damper on
the government's monitoring fantasies.



Recording of contact data does not make sense
The data protection officers of the organization "Epicenter.Works" took a closer look at the Red
Cross Corona app and checked it for its shortcomings. As expected, the result is not good.
In particular, the so-called "contact tracing", i.e. the tracing of chains of infection from a person who
tested positive to others who were in close proximity to the person and may have been infected,
is not very effective with the possibilities of the app and the government.  On the one hand,
because the spatial  resolution of the location data of the domestic mobile phone users is too
imprecise and, on the other hand, because it is not possible to check exactly how intensive and in
which environment a contact has taken place - at least not via App.0

Epicenter.Works literally:
The only relatively accurate contact data, i.e. information about who has been in contact with whom,
can therefore be determined by smartphones themselves or entered by users themselves.

Uniqa insurance group is behind App
The use of the app only makes sense if people have confidence in it and the data protection
behind it. If this is not the case, it can have "disastrous consequences", because you are lulled
into a false sense of security. On closer inspection, this fear should be confirmed. The development
of the app was financed by the foundation of the insurance company Uniqa, a company with close ties
to private health insurance companies.  The app is in  turn programmed and operated by the global
consulting firm Accenture and the service is hosted in the Microsoft Azu-re Cloud, an American
company that is subject to US surveillance laws.
Also the source code cannot be viewed and checked. In addition, the app does not inform about
the minimum and maximum distance for an automatic connection to other devices and how this is
affected by trouser pockets or walls.

Does the Red Cross get state powers?
Ultimately, data protection advocates would only recommend the Red Cross "Stop Corona" app if
the source code is disclosed, there is clear communication about what it can and cannot do, the
hosting is in Austria and not the USA, and a comprehensive data protection impact assessment is
available. However, none of this is the case.

In addition, the question is raised whether the Red Cross will be given state powers in the future
if the app is made mandatory to be installed on every smartphone, as the police will hardly be able
to check whether the app has been installed by an association (in the legal sense) and even less
whether it is being used correctly when checking the initial restrictions.

Total surveillance? Data is stored centrally
In any case, the Red Cross app has been relaunched and should now be more privacy friendly.
However, a simple glance at the app's data protection information shows that this is not the case.
Among other things, it states that all data is loaded centrally as soon as a Corona case is reported,
so that the respective contacts can be informed. So there is no talk of "only local storage" of the data.
Source:  https://www.unzensuriert.at/content/97384-datenschuetzer-warnen-vor-stopp-corona-app-nicht-einmal-
voluntary installation

********************************************

British government does not rule out the possibility that the
corona virus originates from a Chinese laboratory

8.04.2020 - 06:45 hrs, https://de.rt.com/25mu

A laboratory technician in the "Fire Eye" laboratory in Wuhan examining corona samples from patients
(picture taken on 6 February).
There are still many stories about the origin of the virus, which slowed down a large part of the
world population and the global economy. Prime Minister Boris Johnson's Cobra team no longer wants
to rule out the possibility that it escaped from a laboratory in Wuhan.

http://www.unzensuriert.at/content/97384-datenschuetzer-warnen-vor-stopp-corona-app-nicht-einmal-


Conspiracy theory or reality?  A member of Cobra, the emergency committee of British  Prime
Minister Boris Johnson in the Corona crisis, claimed that they "do not rule out" that there are  other
explanations as to how the virus could have spread from Wuhan to the world. The anonymous Cobra
member told the Mail on Sunday that while the intelligence reports do not question the animal origin,
one should consider that transmission to humans could have occurred only after release from the
Wuhan laboratory.
There is a credible alternative view based on the nature of the virus. It may not be a coincidence that
there's this lab in Wuhan. It's not impossible.
By "this laboratory" we mean the Wuhan Institute of Virology, located just a few kilometres from the seafood
market where the transmission from animal to human is said to have taken place. The laboratory is one of
the most important research centres in the field of virology, and it is known that scientists have
researched corona viruses from bats.
Although no one assumes that China is said to have bred the virus itself, but that it could have
escaped through an accident in  the laboratory. According to Professor Richard Ebright  of the
Waksman Institute of Microbiology at the University of Rutgers in New Jersey, the corona virus was
examined in laboratories  with security  level  2 instead of  the recommended security  level  4,  which
meant that  the risk of employees in the laboratory becoming infected with the virus and being
exposed to the outside world was many times greater than if it had been examined under the
prescribed security measures of level 4.
For the same reason, the SARS-1 virus has already been able to spread twice in Asia,  after
escaping from Chinese laboratories due to the low security level, wrote Steven Mosher, President
of  the  Population  Research  Institute,  at  the  end  of  February.  When  asked  by  the  scientific
magazine The Scientist, he made it clear that he did not claim that China had produced the virus:
I am not saying that it has been genetically engineered to be a bioweapon that has escaped from
the laboratory. (...) I am only saying that (China) is collecting dangerous pathogens and that they
have demonstrably escaped from the laboratory.
But The Scientist did not want to agree with this opinion. There is a lack of evidence for this
theory, the article  says. This is of course correct,  but it  does not necessarily mean that this
possibility exists nevertheless.
Officially, the government of Prime Minister Boris Johnson rowed back after it became known that a
Cobra member had spoken to the press. Such reports had "not been acknowledged",  it was said from
Johnson's office, who himself is ill with COVID-19 and had to be transferred to intensive care.
Even the Chinese embassy in London did not want to know anything about all this. In a statement
it said that "up to now there is no scientific or medical conclusion about the origin of COVID-19, because
a relevant search for traces is still going on".
Source: https://deutsch.rt.com/international/100614-britische-regierung-schliesst-nicht-aus/

The dead of Wuhan
Author Vera Lengsfeld Published on 7 April 2020

If there's one thing you can be sure about communists, it's that they lie to your face without
blushing. More as a rule than as an exception. Because facts or even the truth about a process is
in the interpretation of the party. This is of course even more so in the case of disasters.
A classic example is the Chernobyl reactor catastrophe, which was self-inflicted in the Soviet Union - a
brilliant sky original series traces this recently in minute detail. In 1986, local comrades denied
the total destruction of the reactor to Moscow. The dangers posed by the open core and other
possible subsequent disasters were also kept secret from the population and the fire  and rescue
services. And of course then the death figures were jointly falsified in the worst possible way - the
subject of this text. According to official KP statistics, less than 50 people have lost their lives in
the Chernobyl catastrophe to date. In truth, conservative estimates put the death toll at between
10,000 and 30,000, but of course the death toll is highly political. By the way, to this day, where
also nuclear power  supporters continue to act with the totally unrealistic numbers of victims of the
Soviet communists, although even with a realistic view of Chernobyl the total balance of nuclear power
would still be very tidy (why Ukraine as a successor state did not or could not take care of this
history is then still another discussion).
Let us now turn to the number of victims in the COVID 19 crisis. As of 18:00 on April 5, the top 6
countries affected by the COVID-19 crisis count the following coronavirus-related deaths: USA approx.
9000, Spain approx. 12 500, Italy approx. 15 000, France approx. 7500 and Germany approx.
1500 - and the



Country of origin of the virus, China: approx. 3300, these are the official figures, of which 2500
from Wuhan according to Beijing (all other figures from the pages of John Hopkins University).
Can the numbers from Xi Jinping's communist dictatorship be correct? Reports from the hardest
hit region of origin, Wuhan, cast massive doubt on this.
The vast majority of the Han Chinese in China are not influenced by any of the common world
religions - for this the family-related ancestor cult is of great importance. A big day is the Ching
Ming Festival, or tomb sweeping holiday - this year the holiday fell on April 4. In the run-up to
this important ancestor holiday,  tradition dictates that the ashes of the dead must be in the
families. Therefore, the authorities of Wuhan tried to make the ashes of the dead from the crisis
available to the respective families. What they did not consider in doing so was reported by a
Chinese  news agency  and then reflected  on worldwide  (see  for  example  this  article  in  time
magazine).  Through  the  issue  of  the  urns  in  Wuhan,  the  dimension  of  the  deaths  could  be
guessed (due to the sheer quantity and the waiting times) and estimated. A rough estimate of the
observed and extrapolated number of the issued urns in the Wuhan area results  in a rough
estimate after deduction of the average death rates. And this is an estimated 30,000 additional
crisis deaths in the Wuhan area, deaths that are very likely to be directly related to the virus and
the crisis. 30 000 instead of 2 500 - such brazen statistical falsifications are actually typical of
Communists, as the example from the Soviet era mentioned at the beginning suggests, but one
must always remember that we are talking about the present day and a country that is regularly
used as a partner, if not as an example, particularly in Europe.
B. in the meanwhile already surreal out of time climate debate, which has kept us so busy until
yesterday.
https://time.com/5811222/wuhan-coronavirus-death-toll/ 
https://time.com/5813628/china-coronavirus-statistics-wuhan/ 
Source: https://vera-lengsfeld.de/2020/04/07/die-toten-von-wuhan/

Domestic animals as carriers of pathogens Pets as 
carriers of pathogens

In addition to the current FIGU information on the Corona pandemic, the following extract from the
148th official contact meeting on Monday 21 September 1981 contains information on the keeping of
pets. At the 731st contact on 3 February 2020, Ptaah pointed out that pets such as dogs and cats are
infected with the virus and can be carriers of the virus.
In addition to the current FIGU information on the corona pandemic, the following excerpt from
the 148th  official contact meeting on Monday, September 21, 1981 contains information on
keeping pets. At the 731st contact on February 3, 2020, Ptaah pointed out that pets such as dogs
and cats can be infected with the virus and be virus carriers.

Quetzal: Quetzal:
8. That is known to me, but now listen: 8. I know that, but now listen:
9. Primarily, the keeping of house pets
must  be criticized, and in particular, the
cats play the leading role.
10. The Earth human being has already
been  keeping domestic animals since
thousands of  years ago, but at the
beginning, he was sensi-  ble enough to
accommodate them in suitable premises.
11. In the time of the progression of
civiliza-  tion, however, the Earth human
being cared  less and less about separating
his/her domes- tic animals from the human
living spaces, and  thus, at last, he/her
even let the animals find shelter directly in
the human living spaces.
12. In a quite special measure, the Earth
hu- man being has changed the pets, cats
and  dogs, into residential animals, which
means  that he/her accustomed these
animals not to live in residential buildings
specifically  ar- ranged as animal facilities
any more but di- rectly in the living spaces
of human beings.

9. First and foremost, the keeping of pets must
be objected to, with cats in particular playing the
main role.

10. The terrestrial human being started keeping
pets thousands  of  years  ago,  but  in  the
beginning  he  was  reasonable  enough  to
accommodate them in suitable rooms.

11. In  the  time  of  the  advancing  civilization,
however, the terrestrial man took care the longer
the less to separate his domestic animals from
the human living spaces, and so he finally let the
animals  find  shelter  even  in  the  direct  human
living spaces.
12. In  a  very  special  way  man  changed  the
domestic  animals  cats and dogs to  living space
animals,  which  means  that  he  got the  animals
used to live not in the special animal spaces in the
residential buildings but in the direct living spaces
of man himself.



13. This is not only extremely unsanitary
but  also  extremely  stupid  and
irresponsible, for  just cats and dogs are
the dirtiest and most illness-causing house
pets that are kept by human beings.

14. Cats and dogs never belong in the
living  spaces of human beings because
these prem- ises must be left to humans
alone.

15. Cats are even much worse than dogs
be-  cause cats are the largest receivers
and carri- ers of disease.
16. In contrast to dogs, these animals
roam around even more in areas that are
extremely  toxic for human beings and
sometimes even  in contaminated areas
and come into contact  with  many  more
sick  animals  of  all  kinds,  which  carry
bacilli,  viruses,  microbes,  and  bacteria,
etc. that are dangerous for human beings.
17. But at the same time, this doesn't
mean that also the dog isn't dangerous for
human beings in this regard, for in truth,
this animal  also  roams  around  in  areas
that  are health-  hazardous for human
beings and comes into contact with other
animals that carry dangers  for  human
beings.
18. Just with the dog, it is about 17% less
the  case  than  with  the  cat,  but  which
actually makes no big difference.
19. The largest carrier of illnesses and
diseas-  es among the non-domestic animals
is the rat,  which has already brought
millions of deaths  over the Earth, like, for
example, the plague, to  which the
populations of entire regions have  fallen
victim.
20. But among the house pets, the cat
takes first place and the dog takes second
place,  playing the same role,  and as we
know through our researches, the plague, for
exam- ple, could have never raged in such
a deadly  manner if the Earth human
beings hadn't kept cats and dogs as house
pets.
21. About 59% of all plague victims of all
times came to their end only because they
had been infected by cats and dogs.
22. Nevertheless, the Earth person hasn't be-
come wiser, even though well-known
scientists  of the Earth warn over and over
again against  having dogs and cats as
house pets inside the  living spaces of
human beings because these  unclean
animals are responsible for many illnesses
in human beings.
23. A wide range of influenza illnesses, for
example, which newly appear over and
over  again  each  year  in  different
variations, are introduced to human beings
to  a  very large  percentage by cats and
dogs, among the rest,  because these

animals are the best carriers of  the  pathogen
agents  of  these  illnesses  and  are, as a rule,
immune to them.



13. This is not only extremely unhygienic,
but  also  extremely  stupid  and
irresponsible, because cats and dogs are
the  dirtiest  and  most  pathogenic  domestic
animals kept by humans.
14. Cats and dogs never belong in human
living  spaces,  because  these  spaces  must
be reserved for humans alone.
15. Cats  are  much  worse  than  dogs,
because cats are the biggest carriers and
vectors of disease.

16. In  contrast  to  dogs,  these  animals
roam around much more in areas that are
extremely poisonous and sometimes even
contaminated for humans, and they also
come into  contact  much more  with  sick
animals  of  all  kinds  that  carry  bacilli,
viruses,  microbes  and  bacteria  etc.  that
are dangerous for humans.

17. But  this  is  not  to  mean  that  the
animal  form  dog  is  not  dangerous  for
humans in this respect, because truthfully
this  animal  also  roams around  in  areas
dangerous  for  humans  and  their  health
and comes into contact with other animals
which carry dangers for humans.
18. Only,  with  the  dog  it  is  about  17
percent less the case than with the cat,
but  this  does  not  really  make  a  big
difference.

19. The  largest  carrier  of  disease  and  epidemics
among the non-pets is the rat, which has already
brought  death  over  the  earth  in  the  millions,
such as the plague, to which the populations of
entire regions have fallen victim.

20. Among the domestic animals, however, the
cat in the first place and the dog in the second
place have the same role, and, as we know from
our  research,  the  plague,  for  example,  would
never  have been able  to  spread so deathly,  if
people on earth had not kept cats and dogs as
domestic animals.
21. About 59 percent of all plague deaths of all
times only ended because they were infected by
cats and dogs.
22. Nevertheless the terrestrial human being has
not  become  wiser,  although  well-known
scientists  of  the  earth  warn  again  and  again
against letting  dogs  and  cats  as  pets  into  the
living rooms of humans, because these unclean
animals  are responsible  for  many  diseases  in
humans.
23. Various influenza diseases, for example, which
appear again and again every year  in different
variations,  are  to  a  very  large  percentage
introduced to humans by cats and dogs, because
these  animals are the  best  carriers  of  the
pathogens  of  these  diseases  and  are  usually
immune to them.

24. These  are,  however,  those  illnesses
which  often bring death to the Earth
human beings.
25. But on the other hand, illnesses that
have not yet been recognized up to now as
infec- tious illnesses, such as Rheumatism,
are also rife among human beings.
26. This illness, which is more widespread
on the Earth than any other illness, is due
not  only to colds and overexertion, etc.,
but it of-  ten  originates  from  cats  and
dogs,  through  which vast amounts are
transferred to human  beings - namely
through rheumatic pathogens in the form of
hair and dirt as well as vermin, etc. - who
then begin to suffer from this very painful
illness and waste away.

27. According to our findings, about 16%
of  all rheumatic diseases appear solely
through  contracting them from cats and
dogs.

28. This is just an example because still
many  other  and  often  very  malicious
illnesses will transfer to human beings via
cats and dogs as well as other animals.
29. And  the  keeping  of  these  animals  in
the living spaces of human beings is also
ex- tremely dangerous for  this  when the
people  holding  these  animals  are  of  the
stupid and  erroneous view that their
animals are clean in every respect.
30. This doesn't correspond to the truth

be- cause just these two house pets can never be
kept so pure and clean that they would no longer
pose a threat to human beings.
31. We are very well aware of the Earth- human
saying: “our animal is clean and disin-  fected,”
but this saying only testifies of the true stupidity
and lack of understanding of the  people
concerned in reference to these ani- mals, which
can already carry pathogens on themselves that
are harmful to human beings  after about 24
minutes after a chemical disin- fecting.
32. This is also the reason why our own keep- ing
of animals on Erra is uniformly handled in such a
way that dogs and cats may only live in the wild
or in special and very large enclo- sures, to which
the human beings have no direct access.
33. Already very early on, our scientists of the
past recognized what pathogens these ani- mals
carry on themselves, which are danger- ous for
human beings, which is why they ar-  ranged
appropriate measures for their keep- ing.
34. Even on the Earth, these measures should have
been  taken  because  a  lot  of  disasters  with
illnesses could have been avoided by this.
35. Our previous researches showed that a lot of
illnesses could only appear on Earth among
human beings because they settled different
animals directly into their own living spaces



24. But  these  are  diseases  that  often
bring death to the earthly human being.
25. On the other hand, however, diseases
that  have  not  yet been  recognized as
infectious  diseases,  such  as rheumatism,
are also rampant in humans.
26. This disease, which is more widespread
on earth than any other disease, is not only
caused by colds and overexertion etc., but in
many cases it is caused by cats and dogs,
through which vast amounts of rheumatism
pathogens in the form of  hair  and dirt as
well  as  vermin  etc.  are  transmitted  to
humans, who then begin to suffer and die
from this very painful disease.
27. According  to  our  findings,  about  16
percent  of  all  rheumatic  diseases  occur
through  the  carry-over alone,  which  is
caused by cats and dogs.
28. This  is  only  an  example,  because
many  other  and  often  very  malignant
diseases are transmitted to humans by cats
and dogs as well as other animals.

29. And the keeping of these animals  in
the  living  quarters  of  humans  is  also
extremely dangerous for them, even if the
people who keep these animals are of the
stupid  and  erroneous  opinion  that  their
animals are clean in every respect.

30. That  is  not  true,  because  these  two

pets of all people can never be kept so clean and
pure  that  they  would  no  longer  be  a  danger  to
human beings.
31. We  are  well  acquainted  with  the  earthly
human  saying:  "Our  animal  is  clean  and
disinfected",  but  this  saying  only  testifies  to  the
truthful  stupidity  and  incomprehensibility  of  the
person concerned with  regard to these animals,
which  after  only  24  minutes  after  chemical
disinfection  can already carry pathogens harmful to
humans on them again.
32. This is also the reason why our own animal
husbandry on Erra is uniformly handled in such a
way that dogs and cats are only allowed to live
in  the  wild,  or  in  special  and  very  large
enclosures  to  which  people  have  no  direct
access.

33. The dangerous pathogens that these animals
carry  for  humans  were  recognised  by  our
scientists  at  a  very  early  stage,  which  is  why
they ordered the appropriate measures for their
keeping.

34. These measures should have been taken on
earth as well, because this would have prevented
a lot of disaster with diseases.
35. Our research to date has shown that many
diseases  on earth  could  only  occur  in  humans
because  they  were  caused  by  their
unreasonableness  and  completely  misunderstood
animals-

through their unreasonableness and com-
pletely misunderstood love for animals and
were then infected by these.
36. Thus, a total of 43% of all illnesses
that  have appeared among Earth  human
beings trace back to the fact that human
beings came into too close of contact with
animals,  which  are  completely  different
kinds of life forms than human beings and
which need other areas of life as well as
other nutrients.
37. But the most evil thing that a human
be-  ing can still do, in addition to the
wrong love  for animals and the wrong
keeping of animals, is that the animals are
very often treated like human beings, by
what  means  also  wrong,  death-promoting
and  illness-promoting physi-  cal  contacts
take place.
38. On this occasion, animals are touched
by  the hands, without these hands being
cleaned afterward as soon as possible with
water, etc.,  before they become moved to
the face, nose, mouth, ears, eyes, or food,
etc.
39. But furthermore, we've found out that
with  the  Earth  human  beings,  forms  of
animal touching appear, which are already
nauseat-  ing, like when a human being
leads an animal  to his mouth and even
kisses it, whereby toxic  factors  and
especially infectious illnesses may appear.
40. Allergic illnesses of a rather bad form

are also frequent consequences, and in another
place, also tuberculosis and nervous disor- ders,
which may occur along with other evils.



love different animals directly in his own
living quarters and was infected by them.
36. In  former  times,  43  percent  of  all
illnesses that appeared in terrestrial man
were caused by the fact that man had too
close  contacts  with  animals,  which  are
completely  different  from  humans  and
need other areas of life as well as other
substances.

37. But the most evil thing that a human
being can do in addition to the wrong love
for  animals  and  the  wrong  attitude
towards  them  is  that  animals  are  very
often treated like humans,  whereby also
wrong and death and sickness promoting

body contacts take place.

38. Animals are touched with the hands without
these hands being quickly rubbed with water etc.
before  the  face,  nose,  mouth  and  ears  or  the
eyes and food etc. are touched.
39. In  the  following,  however,  we  have  found
out that in terrestrial human beings, even when
touching animals, forms  appear  that are already
disgusting, namely, when man takes the animals
to  his  mouth  and  even  kisses  them,  whereby
toxic moments and especially infectious diseases
can appear.
40. Often, allergic diseases of quite bad form are
also  frequent  consequences,  but  also
tuberculosis  and  nervous  disorders,  which  can
appear in addition to other evils.

Billy: Billy:
So in accordance with your words, do you
want to say that no pets at all should be
kept in the human living spaces?

So you are saying, according to your words, that
no  pets  at  all  should  be  kept  in  human living
quarters?

Quetzal: Quetzal:
41. You were already informed about that
by Sfath in your earliest youth, after which
you then also behaved accordingly.
42. Thus, your question is illogical, for
you've known the truth and its connections
since time immemorial.

41. Already  in  your  earliest  youth  you  were
taught by Sfath about how to act accordingly.

42. Your  question  is  therefore  illogical,  for  you
have known the truth and its connections since
time immemorial.

Billy: Billy:
Of course, but I'm not asking this for me,
as though I didn't know this, but because
your explanation is issued to all those who
don't  want to accept this, even though I've
preached everything many times before.

Of course, but I'm not asking because of myself,
because  I  don't  know,  but  because  your
explanation goes out to all those who don't want
to  believe  all  this,  even  though  I've  preached
everything many times before.

Quetzal:Quetzal:
43. I understand:  43. I see:

44. Yes, pets should never be kept in
human living spaces and also must never
be treated,  touched, or caressed like
human life forms.

45. This applies first and foremost to cats
and  dogs, which are the most malignant
carriers of  illness, but this also applies to
birds that are  classified  as  house  pets,
which  are  kept  in  cages in residential
premises and are the third

44. Yes,  pets  should  never  be  kept  in  human
living  quarters,  but  animals should  never  be
treated,  touched  and  caressed  like  human  life
forms.
45. This applies  first  and  foremost  to  cats  and
dogs,  which  are  the  most  malignant  carriers  of
disease, but  also  to  birds,  which  are  the  third
most dangerous of all caged domestic animals.

most dangerous.

46. And  this  also  applies  to  rabbits,
turtles, weasels, and all other animals that
are kept by  human beings as pets in
human living spaces.

47. With that, I now suggest to you that
you tell the group members that it is to be
decid- ed that no pets may be kept in your
living spaces any more.

48. My analyses in reference to several
group members in the Center have shown
that by cats, dogs, and birds, etc., which
have their  living  space  in  residential
premises of the Center, already a number
of group members  and other residents

have been affected, and  some  have  already
indicated health disad- vantages which can't be
repaired by earthly means of medicine and which
will  assume  even worse forms with increasing
age.
49. In a very strong manner, Engelbert has been
attacked,  as  well  as  Cornelia,  both  of  whom
already  show  damages  that  can't  be  repaired
again.
50. The same applies to your wife and to the boys
Atlantis and Methusalem, Maria, and the son Rolf.
51. Jacobus is also included in this, who al- ready
shows strong signs.



46. And it is also valid for rabbits, turtles,
weasels  and  all  other  animals  that  are
kept by humans as pets in human living
spaces.
47. But  with  this  I  am  already  in  the
process  of  suggesting  to  you  that  you
should tell the group members that it is to
be decided that  no  more pets are to  be
kept in your living quarters.
48. My  analyses  of  various  group
members in the center have shown that
cats,  dogs, birds,  etc.,  which live  in the
living spaces of the center, have already

affected a number of group members and  other
residents and some of them have already suffered
health  disadvantages  which  cannot  be  repaired
with terrestrial medical means and which will take
on bad forms with increasing age.

49. Engelbert is attacked in a very strong form, but
so  is  Cornelia,  both  of  whom  already  show
damage that cannot be repaired.

50. The same applies to your wife and the boys
At-  lantis  and  Methuselah,  Mary  and  the  son
Rolf.

51. Jacobus also falls under this category, who is
already showing strong signs.

Billy: Billy:
Aha... but still, he would never talk about
this,  even when I  told him in each case
that he shouldn't permit the cats to be on
the table and beside his plate and head,
once he has fed them a meal in each case.

I  see,  there  you go.  He  never  listened  to  me
when I told him that he shouldn't  tolerate  the
cats on the table and next to his plate and head
when he was feeding them.

Quetzal: Quetzal:
52. Such unreasonableness avenges itself,
but  report  my explanations  to  the  group
mem- bers.
53. They should determine whether or not
reason should prevail before unreason and
hold it through a corresponding ordinal
rule.

52. Such  unreasonableness  takes  its  revenge,
but  present  my  explanations  to  the  group
members.

53. They are  to  determine  whether  reason  is  not
preceded by unreason and hold it in place by a
corresponding rule of order.

Billy: Billy:
Unfortunately, in this respect, you don't know
the stubbornness and unreason of our
people.  The  least  that  will  certainly  be
exclaimed is  that  they have  already  had
their  animals  in  the apartment  for  many
years and wouldn't  change this  under any
circumstances because  these animals
belong to them.

Unfortunately, you do not know the rigidity and
unreasonableness of our people in this respect.
The least that is probably proclaimed is that they
have had their animals in their homes for years
and  would  not  change  this  under  any
circumstances, because these animals belong to
them.

Quetzal: Quetzal:
54. So much ignorance and irrationality
prob- ably wouldn't be the case after all
the state- ments I've made on the basis of
our research.

54: After all the explanations which I have given
on the basis of our research, it is unlikely that so
much folly and unreasonableness would be the
case.

Billy: Billy:
I think that I know our people better, my
friend. The wrong love for animals is
written in them much greater than reason
and intellect. Just think of the differences I
already had with  Agapulla, and just
because of the cats. There are people who
would rather accept a misera-

I suppose I know our people better, my friend.
False  love  of  animals  is  written  much  more
highly than reason and sense. What differences
do you think I've already had with Agapulla and
only because of the cats. There are people who
prefer to take a miserable and painful

ble and painful death - a miserable,
physical croaking - than allow reason and
intellect to win.

Death at the risk of a miserable physical death, 
rather than letting reason and the intellect 
prevail.

Source: http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_148 Achim Wolf, 
Germany

Corona or: The World Risk Society
12.04.2020 - 17:44, https://de.rt.com/25ke

Corona has mercilessly exposed the global mutual dependencies. Whether we like it or not: We
are ONE humanity on ONE planet. What can affect everyone, affects everyone! The pandemic
offers the chance to make this tangible.

http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_148


by Leo Ensel
Never has there been so much globality.
An invisible virus brings the entire world to a standstill. Angela Merkel, Boris Johnson and Prince
Charles force it into quarantine. High-ranking representatives of the clergy in Iran have already died of
CO- VID-19, and it is only a matter of time before other prominent statesmen and women on all
continents - representatives of democratic and authoritarian states such as dictators - follow them at
least into forced isolation.
The American president, who had just had his mouth full, as usual, suddenly gives in quite meekly.
Now it is already considered a success if not millions but only hundreds of thousands of people in
the USA will die from the virus. And also in Russia, where the situation looked relatively good for a
long time, the number of infected and dead is slowly but mercilessly increasing. Now Moscow, like
most metropolises, is also under contact ban.
Schools, universities, libraries, theatres, cinemas, churches, mosques, synagogues, pagodas, masonic
temples, restaurants, snack bars, shops, football stadiums, swimming pools, fitness centres, discos,
hairdressers,  beauty studios,  massage parlours,  red light miles  and brothels  are closed worldwide.
Ceremonies are now only held in the narrowest of circles. The use of funeral halls for devotions and
speeches is prohibited. The worldwide air traffic comes to a standstill step by step. The Olympic Games
and the European Soccer Championship are postponed. Fridays for Future and  Easter marches are
banned from public space to the World Wide Web. Even Bob Dylan's Neverending Tour, which has
been rotating in an infinite loop around the globe for decades, is stopped.
The virus provokes images the world had never seen before: Times Square, the Champs Élysées,
Red Square - all of them almost depopulated, they evoke oppressive associations of the ghostly frozen
Italian squares on the 'Pittura metafisica' of the surrealist painter Giorgio de Chi- rico. And on the
orphaned St. Peter's Square, a lonely pope celebrates mass for the whole of Catholic Christianity and
prefers the blessing 'Urbi et Orbi', reserved for the highest holidays, for the city in quarantine and
the  fear-starred  world  far  into  the  gray  season  of  Lent.  Easter  services  are  just  as  unusual  as
pilgrimages to Mecca.
Everywhere  in  the  world  you  see  people  headlessly  hoarding  toilet  paper;  the  supermarket
shelves for noodles, rice and flour are as empty in Europe as in the USA, Australia, the Far East
and the Crimea; disinfectants, even face masks, in pre-Corona times an unnoticed existence, mutate
overnight into rare treasures to be fought over.
With public life, wars and war games also come to a standstill. Manoeuvres of all sub-powers and
military alliances are cancelled or broken off. In countries shaken by civil wars for years, the fronts
freeze and the opponents remain in their respective trenches. Even the Taliban declare that in view of
Corona they will refrain from attacks for the time being.
The virus knows no borders, no holidays, no Sundays and public holidays. It gradually infects all areas
of life, above all the economy, where it caused the most massive stock market crash since the financial
crisis,  the harbinger of future bankruptcies on the ground. Corona is the great leveller - from the
private  everyday life  to the heights  of  world politics.  Suddenly,  it  seems, there are no more
parties, there are only potential and real infected people.
The  entire  globe  goes  into  virus-induced  shock.  What  can
affect everyone, affects everyone!
Never been so global?
Of  course  not!  Corona  didn't  create  the  global  interdependencies, but it  has exposed  them so
mercilessly that no one can close their eyes to them anymore.  Global supply chains are cut. In
Germany,  medicines  are  suddenly  becoming  scarce  because  raw  materials  are  no  longer  being
produced in India and China, or transport routes are interrupted.  Global players in the automotive,
mechanical  engineering and high-tech industries  are  going down on their  knees because the
products they supply are late or even fail.



The American president is allegedly trying to  entice German researchers away with large bribes in
order to secure the exclusive rights to a corona vaccine for his country. Farmers in Lower Saxony
and Baden-Wuerttemberg are  desperately  calling  for  Polish,  Bulgarian  and  Romanian  seasonal
workers for the strawberry and asparagus harvest. Cities, regions, no: whole countries, which until
yesterday  lived  mainly  from  tourism,  are  on  the  verge  of  collapse.  Governments  are  putting  up
monstrous "rescue umbrellas", pumping trillions of dollars into the economic cycle - and using it to lay
the fuse for the crisis of the day after tomorrow.
In short: everything is connected with everything. Everyone depends on everyone else. This is
also the case in the pandemic. Or in the words of UN Secretary General António Guterres:
We are only as strong as the weakest healthcare system in our networked world.
Even before  Corona there had been no lack  of  terms for  it.  The sociologist  Ulrich  Beck,  for
example, who unfortunately died much too early, had at the beginning of this century expanded
his term "risk society",  coined in  the mid-1980s,  to become the "global risk society". And Mikhail
Gorbachev  succinctly  formulated in his last  book: "We are ONE humanity.  We all  live on one
planet. In view of the first global danger, the possible atomic apocalypse, the philosopher Günther
Anders already drew the logical conclusion in the fifties: "What can affect everyone, affects everyone!
There is only 'next'."
Same now.
Once again: We knew all this even before Corona. But we only knew! Abstract knowledge, which
is not linked to concrete experience, is of course in the immediate vicinity of ignorance. "What I
only know doesn't make me hot!" If the current pandemic offers at least one chance, it is to get out
of  pure knowledge! Perhaps even - we are dreaming very boldly  forwards - a hitherto almost
unknown feeling of worldwide solidarity, to develop global solidarity in first tentative approaches.

An example: For more than two weeks I have been living in my Oldenburg apartment under the
conditions of the contact restriction of the German Corona everyday life. I share this fate almost
one  to  one  with  my  best  Russian  friend,  the  economics  professor  Ruslan  Grinberg,  who  is
simultaneously in quarantine in Mos- kau. The fact that relations between the West and Russia have
become extremely tense again since the Ukraine crisis is irrelevant. Our everyday lives currently differ
only marginally. Exit restrictions, contact bans here and there! Even in the besieged Donbass, a good
friend is now in the same situation as me.
We can skype and exchange information about similarities and differences of our radius, which is
currently strongly limited by corona. It's not much different in contact with a befriended artist in
Western Ukraine, with a friend in Moldova who lives alternately in Chişinău and in the breakaway
Tiraspol, with a Facebook friend in Yerevan, Armenia, as well as with a friend in Thailand who,
having returned from a trip to Australia, is now fighting through an endless two-week quarantine
period in her house near the border to Laos. - The examples could be extended at will. Borders,
distances in space, cultural and religious differences do not play a role here.
A suggestion for goodness' sake: Would it be conceivable to use the current situation to establish
international forums in virtual space for the exchange of information about global corona everyday
life? To even use them to support each other - as far as possible under the given conditions? After all,
the pandemic is not completely synchronized worldwide. The experiences of 'advanced' countries could
be made available to the people in the 'straggler countries' in time.
And would it  not  be appropriate to start  a worldwide discussion,  a global brainstorming about  the
coming post-Corona era? To draw conclusions, develop proposals, bundle demands, concerning all
that has to change everywhere and urgently after this global crisis experience? For example, to
think about a new concept of security which, as Mikhail Gorbachev proposed together with the
Nobel  Peace  Prize  Laureate  Forum as  early  as  2005,  is  oriented  from military  goals  to  the
worldwide guarantee of the basic needs of all people:
The basis of security should be the primary consideration of the basic needs of people and respect
for all human life. Instead of exorbitant military expenditure which only undermines security, the
resources of the international community must be used to solve the problems of education and
health, in particular the fight against AIDS and tuberculosis through protective and preventive
measures.
Anyway, we all have more than enough time now. Why not use it?
For one thing it has done, the pandemic: what we only knew before, we are now experiencing.
We are ONE humanity. We are all - at least since Hiroshima - all in ONE boat! Even if, as always
in life, on very different decks and in very different positions.



But even on the Titanic, it didn't make any difference at the end of the day whether you went
down in the engine room or on the tween deck, on the railing or in the saloon, whether you went
down in an oil-smeared heating coat, in a nightdress, in a livery or in a tuxedo!
Source: https://deutsch.rt.com/meinung/100526-corona-oder-weltrisikogesellschaft/

Propaganda Tourette's - The Conspiracy Theory
"The Russians did it" is itself conspiracy

© REUTERS / Pavel Mikheyev, 08:00 12.04.2020 (updated 00:21 13.04.2020)
By Andreas Peter

The reporting of the Russian media about the Corona pandemic has once again called self-proclaimed
guardians  of pure truth to the scene, who have been alternating with ever new inflammatory
articles  for  weeks.  Moscow,  it  is  said  in  familiar  jargon,  is  conducting  a  targeted  disinformation
campaign. But who is really disinforming here, is the question?
In  theory,  good  intentions  are  a  great  thing.  For  example,  not to  make  fun  of mentally
handicapped contemporaries when they are behaving abnormally and screaming loudly against Russia
like Tourette's  patients  on the Internet.  Experiences of  psychologists,  on the other hand, say that
notorious slanderers love it when the victims of their defamation react. Erich Kästner's admonition is
well known: "Whatever happens, you should never sink so low as to drink from the cocoa through
which you are pulled!
The editorial staff of Sputnik Germany can claim to have patiently ignored the many slanders
against Russian media in the past weeks. On the one hand, because the television station RT
Deutsch  was  at  the  centre  of  the  smear  campaign  and  the  colleagues  there  can  defend
themselves excellently.
But above all we hesitated, because some of the hate outbreaks were only launched again by the
usual suspicious contemporaries, whose choice of words and impertinent impertinence leaves little
doubt  that  their  obvious  mental  impairment is pathological  and  therefore  not  capable  of  being
satisfied.

BILD rushes once again - Today:
"Kremlin propagandists foment Corona sedition"

However, the agitation has once again reached a point where we felt it was necessary to respond.
Because we noticed that the insolence with which fake news is spread through Russian media and
anti-Russian propaganda has increased with every new article of agitation. Above all, however, a
pattern became apparent which is well known to us and whose originators we know just as well.
But above all, we decided to react now after all, for reasons of self-esteem. However, in contrast
to the slanderers and notorious and professional liars, with facts and not with fiction.
But this is a comment. At the end of this commentary you will therefore find a link to an extended
analysis, with which we examine a selection of inflammatory articles of the past weeks, as well as
information about Western troll factories and propaganda and disinformation networks, which are kept
quiet in most German media, but whose traces are also shining through in the current campaign
against Russian media.
As usual in many Western disinformation campaigns, the US government gave the starting signal and
the key, and spineless claqueurs in Europe, especially in Germany, followed in transatlantic vassalage,
chewed  up  the  slander  and  spat  it out  again as  alleged  quality  journalism.  Of  all  people, Lea
Gabrielle, head of  the  department  for  the  observation  of  foreign  propaganda  in  the  US  State
Department, swaggered about alleged Russian propaganda during a hearing before the US Congress in
February. We laughed a lot. A former mouthpiece of the propaganda channel Fox News and, at the
same  time,  an  agent  of  the US Naval  Intelligence  Service  active  for  years, accuses  others  of
disinformation. And she wasn't even standing in front of a mirror in Congress.
In Germany, the crème de la crème of the anti-Russian troll army then joined forces to take joint 
action against Ivan so that he would not be too insolent. Especially not in the 75th year of his 
victory over Nazi Germany, for whose defamation a perfidious, likewise carefully orchestrated smear 
campaign has been underway for some time now, which is intended to turn the Soviet Union into 
an aggressor instead of a victim of aggression. Although this is not the subject of this 
commentary, it should not be forgotten, because in terms of shabbiness and unscrupulousness it 
is the blueprint for the smear campaign that is currently being observed, allegedly because of the 
corona coverage in the Russian media.



deception committee
It bears all the hallmarks of an intelligence-led operation. The arsenal of Western services has always
included  disinformation.  The  Reagan  administration  founded  the  "Deception  Committee"
immediately after taking office in 1981. Among other things, it had the task of organizing so-
called false flag operations that could be blamed on the Soviet Union. Reagan had not without reason
made the former CIA chief George H. W. Bush his vice president. Any hint of such operations was
dismissed as a conspiracy theory for years, until in 2014 high-ranking ex-intelligence officials of the
USA confirmed the existence of the committee. Of course, the same media, which to this day never
tires of mentioning the KGB past of the incumbent Russian president at every available opportunity,
"forgot"  to refer  to  Bush  as  "the former  CIA  chief"  at  the  time,  just  as they  rarely mention US
Secretary of State Pompeo as ex-CIA chief today.

Joint Threat Research Intelligence Group (JTRIG)
Whistleblower Edward Snowden revealed how the Joint Threat Research Intelligence Group (JTRIG) of
the British secret service GCHQ has been massively roaming the Internet for years, infiltrating and
manipulating  social  networks  worldwide  with  fake  profiles,  discrediting  users,  inciting  discussion
between users, or overturning discussions by particularly hateful comments from fake profiles. Not to
forget, of course, the laying of false tracks, which, among other things, are intended to discredit
Russia. Be it Corona reports, the Skripal case or the MH17 case.
It is significant that, with few exceptions, almost all the German media in Germany ironically conceal
the existence of the western troll factory JTRIG. Search queries, for example on the pages of ARD and
ZDF, Tagesschau and Heute, but also at Bild, Welt or Tagesspiegel, come to nothing, zero hits.
Interestingly,  these  are  the  same media  that  are  always  at  the  forefront  when  it  comes to
accusing Russia of being the  author of everything bad in the world, including bad weather, without
solid, verifiable evidence.

Integrity Initiative
The  same applies  to  another  western  troll  factory  called  Integrity  Initiative,  which  could  only  be
unmasked at the end of 2018. Various journalists and scientists in many countries, including Germany,
were to be  recruited  as  IMs  to  stir  up  public  opinion  against  Russia,  to  spread  agitation,
disinformation and propaganda, and to create discord. And, of course, there is not a single reference
to this troll factory on ARD and ZDF, on Tagesschau and Heute, on Bild, Welt, Tagesspiegel etc.,
which was founded by three British agents at the same time as the EU East Stratcom Task Force
and also "works" with money from NATO. More about this in our analysis.
The goal of these Western troll factories is always the same, no matter whether it is the Deception
Committee, JTRIG or Integrity Initiative: the transatlantic world view and dominance must be defended
at  all  costs.  Other  views  must  be  slandered  as  conspiracy  theories,  state  propaganda  and
disinformation.  To this end,  the European Union has even set up the silly  task  force I have just
mentioned to combat disinformation on the Internet. De facto, however, it is taking action against
Russian media, which are all defamed as "close to the Kremlin". The research of this task force is
unbelievably  sloppy,  and  the  alleged  "evidence"  for  disinformation  turns  out  to  be  a  brazen
defamation of unquestionable critical reporting on Western politics and Western world view already at
a superficial first examination. For that is what it is all about, critical reporting about the lying double
standards and the claim to hegemony of the West should be defamed, silenced.
In  the  examples  of  the  Task  Force  Database,  individual  sentences  from  meaning-to-be  are
regularly and arbitrarily used.
torn out of the velvet. This is then taken up by professional disinformation pollsters like the picture and
presented like a court decision - the task force has proved, although not proven, but claimed. Others
parrot this without checking, and these fake news items are already referenced like a chain letter.
For example the lie that Sputnik Latvia had claimed that the corona virus had been developed in Latvia.
The article in question was clearly a glossary. Or the assertion that Sputnik Germany had claimed that
washing hands was of no use at all. In truth, a sentence from an interview with the hygienist Klaus
Dieter Zastrow was taken out of context, as he had actually said that washing hands alone does not
help at all, but that disinfection is absolutely necessary. At that point of the interview, Zastrow had
been outraged by what he considered to be a <narrowly> presentation of the Robert Koch Institute
(RKI), for which Zastrow had worked for years. Zastrow is still considered a first-class hygiene expert
today, who incidentally made the same statement on February 1 to the Bild- Zeitung, which also
published it in a video. Of course one finds the notorious



Springer-Hetzblatt not in the database of the Task Force against Disinformation, if this statement of
Zastrow should be disinformation in all seriousness.
Also  the  picture  articles  about  "Masturbation  against  Corona",  which  supposedly  strengthens  the
immune system,  the surreptitious advertising "You must pay attention to this! This is how the
Corona quick test for home use works", which turned out to be a criminal consumer fraud, the call
"We listen too much to virologists", which stirred up mistrust and doubts in the population towards
the RKI and the federal  government,  or  other typical  picture  nonsense do not appear in the EU
database. By the way.

Textbook-ready lie story of Bild
An "article" in the Bild-Zeitung of 24 March, which contained everything that the task force should
have  put  into  continuous  rotation, was  textbook-ready:  disinformation,  fake  news,  propaganda,
slander, conspiracy theory. Typical alarm caption: "Intelligence Service targets Russian broadcasters".
The  article  makes  the  factual  claim  that  the  Russian  television  channel  RT  Deutsch  is  being
monitored by the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution because of its corona coverage.

Now the author of the picture article is sufficiently known for his fanatical hatred of Russia, which
he lives out daily in his Twitter account with pompous tirades, free from any self-doubt. The
author of the picture is also known for being the shining center of a micro-universe - the one
where he bravely and as the only one among ordinary mortals holds up the torch of truth, while
with the other hand he heroically and fearlessly writes Twitter messages with absolute truths, which in
their childish fundamentalism are actually kneeling down. Oddly enough.
For in truth the author in question knows at most perhaps at most how the word truth is written,
but that is all there is to it. With that article of March 24th, the author in question has once again
crossed a line, which he regularly does to test how far he can go with his smear campaign based on
lies  and  slander,  without  receiving  a determined counter-argument,  even  if  he is  a  coward who
immediately blocks critical readers of his effusions. He could not do this with the Federal Office for
the Protection of the Constitution, which informed him by telephone that he was reporting the
untruth  because  the  office  had  by  no  means  replied  that  RT  Deutsch  was  being  monitored
because of his Corona reports. The author was so simple-minded or megalomaniac - it is not
quite clear to this day
-  and  made  this  not  for  the  public  intended  call  of  the  BfV  with  loudmouthed  behavior
nevertheless public.
Long story short, the fake news article has been deleted, as well as the arrogant tweet of the Tourette-
Te propagandist of the Bild, in which he tried to ridicule the clarification of the BfV, which the
office has confirmed to me on request:  the office insists  not to be quoted as saying  that  RT
Deutsch is under surveillance because of its corona reporting. A completely rewritten article had to be
published by Bild,  together  with a meek and crunchy  correction.  It  was  extremely annoying  for
Springer and his troll that they had to turn tail against the hated Russians of all people.
Accordingly, the aforementioned liar of the picture has been behaving furiously in his tabloid as well as
on his Twitter account ever since, spreading more and more conspiracy theories and more and
more adventurous argumentation to distract from his fake news story on March 24, which certainly
embarrasses him.

Cheap fake news about Russian media unfortunately also in the FAZ
Unfortunately, other supposed quality journalists also prove to be resistant to advice. Even the FAZ,
which at least had the journalistic size and sovereignty to report, if not on the Integrity Initiative, then
at least on the western troll factory JTRIG in no less than four articles, although in 2014 and never
again since, even the FAZ now had a humorist appear who on March 30th seriously claimed that
Russian media such as RT Deutsch or Sputnik received instructions for reporting  which would come
from weekly meetings in the Kremlin.

Fight against "Russian fake news": Dirty sputnik wants to keep Europeans from washing their hands I 
must confess, I had assumed that after the death of the propagandist duo Löwenthal-von- Schnitzler, 
this most stupid variant of hate would have died out. But apparently, this particular form of mental 
retardation is not to be condoned. The FAZ author also chewed through the fairy tale from Latvia, 
he questioned the competence of Stanford professors and a medical network with years of 
professional experience, in the absence of evidence, the "Lisa case" also had to serve as evidence 
for the disinforming corona reporting of Russian media, he repeated the



Picture fake news from the observation by the Office for the Protection of the Constitution, to finally
claim "The former head of the Berlin office of  'Russia Today',  Andrei  Ivanovsky, in  a commentary  on
Sputnik, suggests replacing the word 'coronavirus' with the words 'flu' or 'pneumonia' to put an end to
the worldwide 'hysterical self-casteism'.“
That is - how do we explain it as gently as possible to the FAZ quality journalist - well, it is simply
wrong, incorrect, untrue, uncleanly quoted, incorrect, invented, falsified, in short, false.  In fact, the
commentary says: "As a psychology lecturer from Kazan recently suggested in his blog, the word
'coronavirus' should be eradicated and replaced by 'flu' or 'pneumonia'. Was the FAZ author simply
unfocused or so moved by his patriotic task of pouring the Russian a good drink that he produced this
fake news in picture style? Or  did the Tourette's  propagandist from Springer lead the FAZ quality
journalist's noble pen? We do not know.
What we do know is that even without the "j" in his name, Andrei Ivanovsky is happy that he has
taken the quote of the psychology lecturer from Kazan from the channel "Echo Moskvy", which is
known in Russia as
Whatever this is supposed to be, it is considered "critical of the Kremlin", which in any case says
more than labels by silly Kremlin astrologers in the West, some of whom have never even been to
Russia. Anyway, the quote was published at Sputnik Germany and can still be found there online.
Andrei Ivanovsky will not be banished to a gulag for this. There is decidedly more freedom of opinion
and thought in our editorial office than in the ivory tower of narcissistic FAZ and picture authors
who believe that because they shed the stale muck of anti-Russian propaganda like holy water
over their articles for the hundredth time, it would make the addressee stink. It is the other way
round, dear colleagues.
Source:https://de.sputniknews.com/kommentare/20200412326855773-propaganda-verschwoerungstheorie- russia/

Ripe for the voting out:
Cabinet Merkel and the failure in the Corona crisis

12.04.2020 - 07:45 hrs, https://de.rt.com/25ql

A study by the Ministry of the Interior that has been made public reveals the incapacity of the federal
government during the Corona crisis. Instead of taking consistent action, it preferred to appease the
population. After the pandemic, a political general settlement is due.
by Friedhelm Klinkhammer and Volker Bräutigam
The study of the Ministry of the Interior "How to get COVID-19 under  control" should remain secret
("classified information, VS"). Meanwhile it has become the subject of harsh criticism of the federal
government and wild speculation about its intentions. Although even the Tagesschau briefly reported
on  the paper,  its  original  purpose  and the  declaration  of  bankruptcy  that  can be derived  from it
remained largely unnoticed: The "secret  paper" unintentionally documents that the nationwide ban on
going out, including the serious consequences, could have been avoided.
The study was intended to show how the majority of citizens could be asked to show painful and
extremely costly solidarity with the "risk group", which is at above-average risk from the virus
epidemic, and  how  these  measures  should  be  "communicated".  To  put  it  plainly:  solidarity  with
pensioners, the disabled, the previously ill and the weak. That is 30 million people. So much for
"group"!
The first COVID 19 case in Germany was reported on 28 January. With immediate mass testing and
strict isolation of those infected, as in South Korea, everyday life in Germany could have continued
without any major restrictions. However, it was not only the material prerequisites that were lacking
in Germany. There was no political will to do so.
South Korea had used the "early  warning period"  after  the outbreak of  the  epidemic  in  the
People's Republic of China to circumvent the situation. In Germany it was idled away. The Chancellor
had drifted away from everyday life, and the Minister of Health was busy anti-chambering for the
CDU presidency; Spahn did not announce his renunciation of candidacy until February 25. He had truly
had more important things to do in the weeks before than to indulge his career intentions.

There was a lack of everything
Since the beginning of January, it was obvious that COVID-19 would encounter an unprepared health
care  system  in  Germany:  neoliberal  downsizing  of  personnel  and  material  capacities,  insufficient
hospital care and too little potential for intensive care. The defence concepts in the Far East were not
taken into account, nor were comparable concepts for Germany considered: rigorous quarantine



and protective measures (PR China), "area-wide" search for infected persons and their strict isolation
(South Korea) as well as combinations of both concepts (Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan)
In a government statement on March 4, Spahn had declared that the source of the infection ("abroad")
had been identified, and that all affected Germans and their contact persons had been quarantined.
Thus we succeeded in preventing the spread of the disease for weeks.

Anyone who is used to critically observing the power apparatus of a government could see it: Federal
Minister of the Interior Horst Seehofer had long known that Spahn had wasted "weeks" of time and that
with his "keep it up" there was nothing to prevent. After all, Seehofer himself had once been Minister
of Health.
Substantially indispensable did not happen. The Merkel cabinet had buried its head in the sand
and left it there.
Finally,  on March  18th,  Seehofer,  regardless  of  Spahn's  responsibilities,  gave an urgent order:  to
immediately  compile  measures to  reduce the rate  of  mass  infection.  The study  "How to  get
COVID-19 under control" was produced within a few days with the help of the Robert Koch Institute
and other experts, including those from foreign universities. Some of their proposals may already
have been  the basis  for the  first  more  far-reaching  measures  -  initial  restrictions,  distance
requirements - on 23 March.

"Worst case scenario..."
The group of experts assumed - methodically consistent - that the epidemic would be on the
unlikely but conceivably worst scale if things were simply allowed to go on: up to 1.2 million
dead.  All  mitigating  defence  concepts  are  discussed  in  the  paper  and  their  effectiveness  is
weighed against the social and economic risks. Consequently, the experts of the Federal Government
recommended the South Korea model:
There, the  various  outbreaks were successfully  brought  under  control with  minimal  initial
restrictions, mainly through efficient testing and isolation.
Why didn't that work in Germany? Why was it necessary here in Germany to impose comprehensive
initial restrictions and the rigorous closure of businesses and shops with a lot of public traffic - by far
not  as  strict  a  quarantine  as  in  China,  but  sufficient  cause  for  uncertainty,  public  dispute  about
justification,  appropriateness  and expediency? For  absurd  debates,  up to  adventurous  speculations
about the intentions and purpose of these substitute actions?
The almost incomprehensible answer to this question results from two sentences in the strategy paper
that are as decisive as they are squiggly:
At this stage of the epidemic, we can (hopefully) assume that the test capacity can be increased very
quickly. Based on this, it is better to have a very sharp but short period  of initial restrictions, just
until the measures to test and isolate are effective.
In other words, the German government has continued to sleep for weeks instead of "ramping up test
capacity very quickly" at the end of January. It could not follow the South Korean example, because the
German capacities were still only sufficient for 7,000 tests per day at the beginning of March.
Although they have now been expanded to almost 100,000, the plan is to double them. A calculation
without the host. On April 7, "state virologist" Christian Drosten announced that this goal was not
achievable and that "certain reagents" for the test kits were not available. In Skat, you would tell your
fellow player Spahn: Take off your pants.
The government felt compelled to make up for the wasted time. A rapid spread of the infection could
only be slowed down by massive curfews and contact bans. Good preparation and immediate action like
in South Korea would probably have made this unnecessary. The whole thing was to cover up the
political failure. Therefore, it should be recalled that Minister Spahn announced on 22 January
If the virus appears in Europe, there are plans to do so.
It is important to find out quickly where the infected person could have contracted the disease
and then to inform all those affected quickly.
Our healthcare system in Europe is now able to do this," said Spahn.
At the beginning of March, as a consequence of the helplessness and inaction, those responsible
in  Berlin  talked  the  dangers  down,  although  there  were  already  8,000  infected  people  in
Germany. Lies, excuses and diversionary tactics were used to calm down the great unrest that was
arising. The mass media were kept busy as usual, Jens Spahn went from one press conference to
the next.
Chancellor  Merkel,  obviously  insufficiently  aware of the situation,  predicted in March that the
infection would affect 60 to 70 percent of the population.



and a "herd immunisation" develops in parallel. Did she know nothing, or was she wrongly advised?

Fed up
From the "secret document" it can be concluded that Seehofer had had enough of the lavishing of the
Chancellor and her Minister of Health by mid-March at the latest: the population must now be urged by
means of extreme dramatisation to realise that there is "no alternative" to the rigorous government
action.
The hope that after a short general quarantine one could switch to the methods tested in South Korea
and lead Germany out of the malaise was futile. Virologist Drosten on 23 March:

The staffing levels available in South Korea are not available in Germany.
Apparently he did not penetrate into the illusory world of the Minister of Health. He still sounded on
At a federal press conference on March 26th, we spoke about the usefulness of South Korea's tracking
system, the evaluation of mobile phone data to determine the movement profiles and contact persons
of infected persons, and about more than  500,000 tests already carried out in our country - so
everything is in order here ...
According to the author and publisher Egon W. Kreutzer, the "most incapable government since 1949"
staged itself as we know it: entangled in contradictions, with a lack of transparency and with confused
talk from its ministers and their top officials. In between two speeches by the Chancellor in the
gesture of the nation's omnipotent mother.
And the news? The research association of NDR, WDR and Süddeutsche Zeitung had discovered the
strategy paper of the Minister of the Interior. ARD-aktuell reported about it briefly and indifferently in
their television  news, in more detail on tagesschau.de. The editors left open, however, how the
study of the Ministry of the Interior was to be politically assessed and interpreted: Explain, enlighten,
make visible that a political oath of disclosure had been taken? Nothing. Instead, the typical publicity
journalism of public broadcasters, taking into account the interests of the Federal Government.

When does the nightmare end? The Chancellor also refused to disclose the government strategy
at her press conference on 6 April.  She evaded or refused to answer questions about the criteria,
the form and date of an exit from  the anti-pandemic regime. The further course of action would
depend "on the development of infection figures".
The Chancellor must be expected to have concrete ideas about ending the state of exemption,
about returning to a normal state. Merkel's stubborn secretiveness and her pressure are straining
the understanding of a growing number of citizens.

The socialites
Meanwhile, the leaders of politics and society show an oppressive lack of solidarity consciousness
with regard to the everyday life of millions of poor people, to the life of the "Hartzers", poverty
pensioners, disabled people, visitors to the table and other "precarious" people: no travels, no shopping at
whim, no soirées, no "hip" restaurants, no visits to opera houses and brothels, no usual social luxury -
in short, more and more "better-off" people did not want to do without their dolce vita after only 14
days.
When the disgraceful Hartz IV regime decreed and millions of socially weak people were deprived
of their dignity  and even the  most modest  old-age reserves,  this chic didn't  care. Now they are
bawling and insisting on their "basic rights".
There  are  many well-known advocates of  this  line.  The economist  Thomas Straubhaar focuses  on
"controlled  infection",  selection  and "protection"  of  the risk  group.  However,  he leaves open the
question of how this is to work with 30 million people in need of protection. Boris Palmer, mayor of
Tübingen and figurehead of the Green Party, assists:
People over 65 years of age and risk groups are removed from everyday life. Former constitutional 
judge Gertrude Lübbe-Wolff said
I think that sooner or later it will have to come down to the fact that the severe restrictions will focus on
pensioners and other special risk groups.
If the Federal Government had aimed at freeing the population from remnants of ethical principles, it 
can report its first successes. The Tagesschau also provides a platform for this.
Absolutely incomparable things are weighed against each other in this "discourse" without hesitation:
first of all the basic right to life and health against the basic right to property. Of course, without
any thought of making the moneyed aristocracy pay, of using it to relieve the poor and socially
isolated - although it has net monetary assets of at least 6 trillion Euros, which are based on
fiscal preferences such as the "little man" will never have.



☮

The federal  government  has all  the media and executive  means of power to  manipulate  the
measures and has been using them for a long time. Even now, as the contents of the Seehofer
study  and  the  way  it  deals  with  them  show.  After  the  COVID-19  pandemic  has  subsided,  this
revelation of ruling incompetence and its lasting damage must be put back on the table.
Source: https://deutsch.rt.com/meinung/100749-reif-fur-abwahl-kabinett-merkel/
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Man of the earth, remember: Through weapons, military, wars, terror, hatred,

delusion and violence, as well as through fraud, deception, lies, slander and the greed
for power of unjust, irrational, selfish rulers and criminals, discord, misery, need,

death, destruction, ruin and ruin have been spread on earth since time
immemorial; for this purpose, the innocent peoples of the world have been able

to create and maintain their own world.
Indoctrination and bondage follow their violent, powerful or

Heads of state or emperors of both sexes shook hands and thus helped
to promote all malicious mischief inexorably.

Man of the Earth: Peace, freedom, harmony and righteousness can never come about
through weapons, military, wars, terror, hatred, delusion and other stupidities, but
only through the use of reason, reason, communication, consensus, humanity and

love. Therefore, human being, you as an individual pay attention to this and try to
understand it and to act solely according to these high values, so that all discord,

all evil and deadly things dissolve.
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Spiritual Teaching Peace Symbol

Peace
True peace on earth among the world's population can only be

achieved when every reasonable and sensible human being finally
takes the first non-violent step towards it, and then, in

peaceableness, takes every further step deliberately and
consciously until the last consequence of becoming peaceful is

achieved.
SSSC, 10 September 2018, 4.43 pm, Billy
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